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Abstract

The chapter reports photoluminescence (PL) and an energy transfer dynamic in a hybrid 
heterostructure consisting of an Ag nanoparticle (NP) layer and Cd

0.08
Zn

0.92
O/ZnO quan-

tum well (QW). The observed PL quenching was closely related to electronic states of 
excitons confined in the QW. The PL quenching of the QW emission was only observed 
at low temperatures which excited carriers were radiatively recombined due to excitonic 
localization derived from fluctuated energy potentials in the QW. In contrast, delocaliza-
tion of excitons from the QW with increasing temperature resulted in disappearance of 
the PL quenching. Time-resolved PL measurements revealed a decay rate of PL from the 
QW emission through the presence of energy transfer from the QW to Ag NP layer. The 
temperature-dependent energy-transfer rate was similar to that of the radiative recombi-
nation rate. The Ag NP layer surface showed a visible light absorption caused by local-
ized surface plasmons (LSPs), which was very close to the PL peak energy of the QW. 
These results indicated that the excitonic recombination energy in the QW was nonra-
diatively transferred to Ag NP layer owing to energy resonance between the LSP and 
the QW. These phenomena could be explained by a surface energy transfer mechanism.

Keywords: silver, plasmon, energy transfer, exciton, quantum well

1. Introduction

Semiconductor-based quantum wells (QWs) with metallic nanostructures, such as nanodots, 
nanoparticles and nanogratings, have received much attention as promising hybrid structures 
towards fabrications of plasmon-coupled emitting devices. In particular, the energy interac-

tions between surface plasmons (SPs) and QW emitters have been investigated in relation to 
exciton-plasmon coupling [1–5]. SPs can effectively capture dipole oscillator energy in QWs. 
As a result, spontaneous decay rates of light emissions from QWs are remarkably modified in 
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close proximity to metallic nanostructures [6]. These phenomena usually lead to enhancing 

or quenching processes. Enhanced luminescence is promoted by localized electromagnetic 

fields (near-fields) induced by SPs on metallic nanostructured surfaces. On the other hand, 
quenching of luminescence is attributed to various energy dissipation mechanisms based 
on plasmon damping in metals, such as plasmonic absorptions, excitonic diffusions, and 
electron-hole pair excitations [7–9]. Dissipation processes related to these mechanisms are 

more significant than the nonradiative recombination in QWs, which results in remarkable 
decrease of quantum efficiency of QWs. An elucidation of luminescent quenching is a key 
issue for the fabrications of the plasmon-based emitting devices on QWs.

Detailed investigations concerning photoluminescent (PL) quenching have been demon-

strated hybrid structures of metallic nanoparticles and semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) 

[10–14]. The quenching effect has been utilized to bio-photonic applications such as chips 
for the detections of DNA, protein molecules, and energy transfer assays [15]. In the cases 
of Au nanoparticles (NPs)–CdSe QDs, the efficient PL quenching has been closely related to 
the spectral overlap of plasmon absorptions of Au NPs and light emissions from the QDs, 
as well as the separation length between Au nanoparticles and the QDs. The recombination 

energy of confined excitons in the QDs has been nonradiatively transferred to the Au NPs, 
leading to shortening lifetimes of light emissions from the QDs, which could be explained 
by both mechanisms of Förster energy transfer (FRET) [16] and surface energy transfer 

(SET) processes [17]. A FRET process induced between Au NPs and QDs is based on a 

dipole-dipole interaction between Au NPs and QDs. A dipole-dipole interaction is known 
as short-range coupling with d−6 order, where d represents separation distance between Au 

NPs and QDs. On the other hand, a SET process has been known as a dipole-surface energy 
transfer, which has long-range coupling with d−4 order. Therefore, difference in mechanism 
between FRET and SET processes is closely related to spatial distance of a field interaction.

Recently, energy coupling between QWs and SPs has been studied on In
x
Ga

1-x
N-based and 

Cd
x
Zn

1-x
O-based QWs with Ag nanostructures. Some studies demonstrated PL enhancement 

[18], while others reported quenched PL [19, 20]. For In
x
Ga

1-x
N and Cd

x
Zn

1-x
O alloys, it is 

known that electronic states in QWs are present either in the form of bound electron–hole 
pairs (localized excitons) or free electrons and holes (free excitons), as realized by carrier local-
ization or delocalization, respectively. These electronic states give an influence to the quantum 
efficiency of In

x
Ga

1-x
N and Cd

x
Zn

1-x
O QWs, which is further dependent on temperature [21–23]. 

High quantum efficiency is based on excitonic localization at defect sites such as interface dis-

orders and atom fluctuations. In the concrete cases of In
x
Ga

1-x
N QWs with Ag nanostructures, 

it was reported that the plasmon-coupled PL properties at room temperature were suppressed 

at low temperatures [24]. Furthermore, it was confirmed that the PL quenching became strong 
with increasing quantum efficiency of In

x
G

a1-x
N QWs [25]. These results resulted in the conjec-

ture that the PL quenching is closely attributed to the electronic states of In
x
Ga

1-x
N QWs in the 

presence of Ag nanostructures. However, the influence of plasmonic fields on PL quenching 
has, for the most part, remained undocumented at present. Accordingly, the origin of nonra-

diative energy transfer contributing to PL quenching is not fully understood.

In this study, I focus on Cd
x
Zn

1-x
O QWs with visible PL for studies of plasmon-exciton 

coupling. To date, we have investigated band-edge luminescence of Cd
x
Zn

1-x
O QWs in 

order to understand optical properties of excitonic recombination in the QWs [26–28]. 
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Cd
x
Zn

1-x
O QWs along the polar axis produce internal fields due to piezoelectric and spon-

taneous polarizations between well and barrier layers. In the case, we must consider two 
kinds of radiative processes. One process involves excitonic localization because of spatial 
cadmium fluctuations. The cadmium-rich regions have functions of radiative recombina-

tion centers of localized excitons at potential minima formed in Cd
x
Zn

1-x
O wells. The other 

process is related to the quantum-confinement Stark effect (QCSE) generated by an inter-

nal field induced in wells [29]. For a well whose width is greater than the excitonic Bohr 

diameter of the free exciton (R
ex

 = 3.6 Å in ZnO), excitonic localization is weakened by 
the QCSE. As a consequence, excitonic localization is enhanced by interfacial fluctuations 
such as interface defects and well-width variations because the excitonic wave function 

confined in a well penetrates into a barrier. This behavior is well observed for narrow well 
widths less than R

ex
, which leads to efficient PL due to a strong radiative recombination.

This chapter reports the temperature-dependent optical dynamics of PL quenching in a 

Cd
x
Zn

1-x
O QW placed in the vicinity of Ag NP layer. The samples in this work do not 

exhibit PL enhancement at any temperature, which is convenient for optical studies of 
quenching behaviors. In our case, pulsed optical excitations are used to evaluate the 
dynamics of energy transfer and other competing processes concerning carrier recombi-

nation in the QW. To an effort to understand the exciton-plasmon coupling, two kinds of 
relaxation steps in the QW were considered, namely, radiative or nonradiative recombi-
nation of excited carriers (electrons and holes). These physical states can be alternatively 

realized by changing the temperature. In addition, a ZnO spacer of variable thickness spa-

tially separated the QW from the Ag nanostructures on top of the QW structure, which was 
capable of revealing subsequent energy transfer processes.

2. Fabrications and evaluations of Cd
x
Zn

1-x
O QWs

Single Cd
0.08

Zn
0.92

O/ZnO quantum wells (QWs) were deposited on O-polar ZnO (000-1) 

substrates using a pulsed laser deposition method [30]. ArF excimer laser pulses (193 nm, 
3 Hz and 1 J/cm2) were focused on Cd-rich Cd

0.50
Zn

0.50
O ceramic targets in an oxygen flow 

of 10−5 mbar. The Cd content in the well was precisely confirmed by a Rutherford backscat-
tering technique. A Cd

0.08
Zn

0.92
O well layer was embedded between a 100-nm thick ZnO 

buffer layer and a 5-nm thick ZnO capping layer. The ZnO buffer and capping layers were 
deposited at 650 and 270°C, respectively. The low growth temperature of the capping ZnO 
layer avoids any annealing effects that may occur at high temperature.

The cross-sectional images of scanning transmittance electron microscopy (STEM) revealed 
the local structure of a QW with a well width (L

W
) of 3.2 nm (Figure 1(a)). According to the 

Z-contrast image of STEM, the layer with a brighter contrast indicated a Cd
0.08

Zn
0.92

O well, 
whereas the darker layers presented ZnO barrier layers. The heterointerface between the well 
and buffer layers in the QW was found to be smooth. However, ex situ atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) observations exhibited that the ZnO buffer layer consisted of hexagonal island struc-

tures composed of regular terraces and equal width (Figure 1(c)), whereas the surface of the 
well layer possessed small island structures with a roughness height of 1.5 nm (Figure 1(b)). 

The capping/well and well/buffer heterointerfaces were not smooth at the atomic scale.
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3. Optical and structural properties of assembled Ag nanoparticles

Figure 2(a) shows a surface AFM image for the Ag structure fabricated on the QW. Ag layer 
consisted of small nanoparticles. The homogeneity of assembled Ag NPs was identified from a 
fast Fourier transform pattern (inset of Figure 2(a)). The extinction spectrum of the Ag NP layer 

showed a peak top at 2.60 eV, relating to a LSP resonance (Figure 2(b)) [31]. The photon energy of 

the LSP overlapped with that of the QW emission. This can produce an efficient energy interaction 
between the LSP and the QW. In addition, the reflection spectra in Figure 2(c) revealed that the 

Ag NP layer exhibited weak reflection intensity at 2.60 eV, i.e., the extinction of the Ag NP layer 
was almost dominated not by light scattering but by absorption. These optical properties were 
derived from a LSP field generated on the Ag NP layer surface [32]. Therefore, an increase of light 
absorption in the QW due to light extraction by reflection from the metal “mirror” is very small.

Figure 3(a) shows the cross-section TEM image of local structure of the Cd
0.08

Zn
0.92

O QW and 

the Ag NP layer at atomic scale. No threading dislocation was seen at the interface between the 

buffer layer and the substrate. A detailed structure of the Ag NP layer was clearly obtained. 

Figure 1. (a) Cross-section STEM image of the QW with a L
W

 of 3.2 nm. Surface AFM images of the QW with a L
W

 of 

3.2 nm (b) and the ZnO buffer layer grown at T
g
 of 650°C (c). (Figure 3 of [23]). Copyright 2011 by the American Institute 

of Physics.
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Figure 3(b) shows a cross-section TEM image focused on a heterointerface between Ag NP and 
ZnO layers. The Ag NP layer was composed of homogeneous alignment structure of Ag NPs 

with lateral and vertical sizes of 20 nm. Each Ag NP was directly located on the ZnO capping 

layer with a very flat surface. No thin-layered Ag nanostructure was found at the interface. In an 
effort to measure the local structure of the QW, a STEM was used to observe a Z-contrast image. 
Spatial separation between the QW and the Ag NP layer was clearly identified. The interface 
of the well and capping layers was found to be smooth. This also indicated that excited carriers 

generated in the QW were spatially separated from the Ag NP layer at nanoscale.

Figure 2. (a) An AFM image of an Ag-coated QW surfaces. The inset image indicates a fast Fourier transform (FFT) 

pattern. (b) Extinction spectra of uncoated (straight line) and Ag-coated QW (dot line) at room temperature (RT). The 
dot-straight line represents a PL spectrum of uncoated QW. (c) Reflectance spectra of uncoated (straight line) and 
Ag-coated QWs (dot line) taken at RT.
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4. PL modulation and excitonic localization

Figure 4(a) shows the steady-state PL spectra of uncoated and Ag-coated Cd
0.08

Zn
0.92

O QW 

as a function of temperature. A cw InGaN laser (403 nm) was selected as excitation source to 
perform steady-state PL of light emission from the QW. The luminescence is dispersed by a 

single monochromator glazed at 500 nm. The PL intensity was dependent on the presence of 

Ag NP layer. At a temperature of 10 K with the Ag-coated QW, the intensity of the PL emis-

sion from the QW (hv = 2.678 eV) markedly decreased by over one order of magnitude. The 
quenching effect became smaller with increasing temperature and then completely vanished 
at 300 K (Figure 4(b)). Figure 4(c) shows the PL intensity ratio (I

PL
*/I

PL
) of uncoated (I

PL
) and 

Ag-coated (I
PL

*) QWs at different temperatures. I
PL

*/I
PL

 ratio increased quickly in low tem-

peratures below 80 K and then reached as high as 92% at 10 K. This result correlated with 

recombination processes of excited carriers in the QW. The PL peak energy from the uncoated 
QW showed an S-shaped temperature dependence indicated localizations of excitons in the 

QW, which were derived from spatial Cd fluctuations and interface roughnesses (black dots 
in Figure 4(c)). If a Gaussian-like distribution of the density of state (DOS) for the conduction 

Figure 3. (a) Cross-section TEM image of the QW with Ag NP layer. (b) Cross-section TEM image at an Ag-ZnO 
heterointerface. (c) High-resolution STEM image focused on the QW region (Figure 1 of [33]). Copyright [2011] the 

Optical Society of America.
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and valence band is assumed, the S-shaped shift was parameter fitted by the following rela-

tion with the local amplitude of the potential fluctuations (σ) of 8 meV [34];

  E (T)  = E −   α  T   2  ____ 
T + β   −    σ   2  ___ 

 k  
B
   T    (1)

where E represents the energy band gap at 10 K. α and β are Varshni parameters. When k
B
T 

is smaller than the local amplitude of a potential fluctuation at low temperatures, the exci-
tons are trapped in local potential minima. Excited carriers were trapped in localized states 

at low temperatures below 80 K in order to form localized excitons for radiative recombina-

tion. On the other hand, excited carriers are free to escape from the localized states at high 
temperatures above 80 K. An electron-hole pair is not sufficiently strong to form a localized 
exciton. Therefore, a nonradiative recombination process dominates carrier relaxation. The 
starting temperature of PL quenching was close to the temperature at which excitonic local-

ization occurred. To study optical dynamics, we monitored the temporal evolution of PL 
in the QW by a time-correlated single-photon counting system that provides a time resolu-

tion of 80 ps. The sample was excited at 400 nm by 2 ps pulses of the frequency-doublet 

output of an amplified Ti:sapphire laser. The light emission from the QW was selected by a 

Figure 4. (a) and (b) PL spectra of uncoated (gray) and Ag-coated (black) QWs at different temperatures. (c) Open circles 
indicate the temperature dependence of the PL intensity ratio (I

PL
*/I

PL
). Closed circles show the temperature dependence 

of the PL energy of the uncoated QW. The straight line indicates the Varshni equation: E
g
 (T) = E

g
 (0) –αT2/(β + T), where 

T is the temperature in kelvin, E
g
(0) is the band gap at 0 K, and α and β are constants. Values of E

g
 (0), α, and β were 

estimated as 2.793 eV, 7.6 meV, and 750 K, respectively. (Figure 2 of [33]). Copyright [2011] the Optical Society of America.
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 monochromator. The pump excitation energy was chosen to be below the band gap of ZnO, 
so that electrons and holes were generated only in the well. PL excitation and emission col-

lection were carried out from the substrate side at various temperatures.

Figure 5(a) shows the time-resolved PL (TRPL) signals at 10 K taken at the PL peak energy 
of the uncoated and Ag-coated QWs. The TRPL signals obeyed bi-exponential decays 

Figure 5. TRPL signals of uncoated and Ag-coated QWs at 10 K (a), 30 K (b), 50 K (c), and 75 K (d). Solid lines are fitted 
with bi-exponential decays represented by I (t) = Σ

i = 1,2 Ii exp.(−t/τ
i
), where τ

i
−1 and I

i
 are the lifetime and amplitude, 

respectively. (e) Temperature dependence of PL lifetime for uncoated (τ
PL

: Closed dots) and Ag-coated (τ
PL

*: Open dots) 
QWs. Closed squares indicate the quenching efficiency (Q = 1 − I

PL
*/I

PL
).
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represented by I (t) = Σ
i = 1,2 Ii exp.(−t/τ

i
), where τ

i
−1 and I

i
 are the lifetime and amplitude, 

respectively. From the fitting results of the uncoated QW (gray lines), the fast decay com-

ponent τ
1
 (266 ps) represents a PL lifetime of the QW, whereas the slow decay component 

τ
2
 (2.09 ns) is related to trapping and de-trapping of carriers. In contrast, the τ

1
 and τ

2
 val-

ues of the Ag-coated QW were similarly determined as 242 ps and 1.75 ns, respectively. 
The PL lifetime obtained by (I

1
τ

1
 + I

2
τ

2
)/(I

1
 + I

2
) showed that τ

PL
* (335 ps) of the Ag-coated 

QW was shorter than τ
PL

 (499 ps) of the uncoated QW (black lines). The TRPL signals at 
30 and 50 K were described by the bi-exponential decays (Figure 5(b) and 5(c)). However, 
the difference in TRPL signals became small at 75 K (Figure 5(b)). All values of τ

PL
 and 

τ
PL

* as a function of temperature are given in Figure 5(e). The difference between τ
PL

* and 

τ
PL

 became small with increasing temperature and then vanished at 100 K, which was cor-

related with the quenching efficiency of PL (Φ = 1 − I
PL

*/I
PL

) (Figure 5(e)). The difference 

between τ
PL

 and τ
PL

* was found for the temperature ranges in which excitonic localiza-

tion occurred. However, both PL lifetimes gave the same values at the high tempera-

tures, at which delocalization of excitons was started. The difference in the PL intensity 
and lifetime between uncoated and Ag-coated QWs was simultaneously observed, which 
indicates that energy coupling between the QW and LSP should be more effective at low 

temperatures.

5. Nonradiative energy transfer

For the uncoated QW, excited carriers undergo by radiative (k
R
) or nonradiative (k

NR
) decay 

rates. Quantum efficiency (Φ
int

) is determined by the ratio of these two decay rates as η
int

 = k
R
/

(k
R
 + k

NR
). In the Ag-coated QW, in contrast, new relaxation process becomes possible due to 

the presence of the additional electronic system of the Ag NP layer. It is for this reason that 
the PL decay rate of the Ag-coated QW is faster than the uncoated QW. This situation could 

involve a nonradiative energy transfer. The added electronic states of a metallic nanosystem 

offer new relaxation pathways. This relaxation should be quite effective in PL quenching as 
the recombination energy of excitons in the QW overlapped with the LSP absorption [35]. In 
this case, exciton-plasmon coupling leads to a rapid annihilation of the exciton and creation 
of the plasmon. Such a process gives rise to the nonradiative decay rate (k

ET
) in carrier relax-

ation processes of the QW [35]. The τ
PL

* for the Ag-coated QW is described by the following 

relation:

   τ  
PL

  ∗   =   1 ___ 
 k  
PL

  ∗  
   =   1 _________ 

 k  
R
   +  k  

NR
   +  k  

ET
  
    (2)

The k
ET

 parameter is estimated from the difference in PL decay rates of the QW in the presence 
and absence of the Ag layer: k

ET
 = k

PL
* − k

PL
. In Figure 6(a), the temperature dependence of k

R
, 

k
NR

, and k
ET

 is plotted for the uncoated QW. k
R
 and k

NR
 rates are calculated from the relation-

ships k
R
 = k

PL
/Φ

int
 and k

NR
 = k

PL
 (1 − Φ

int
) with the quantum yield (Φ

int
) of the uncoated QW. Φ

int
 

is defined as the PL intensity at a particular temperature divided by that at 8 K (Φ
int

: 1.3% at 
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300 K). At 10 K, the value of k
PL

 (2.01 ns−1) was matched by that of k
R
 (1.90 ns−1), indicating that 

excitons radiatively recombined at 10 K, because the value of k
R
 was higher than that of k

NR
. 

However, the value of k
NR

 gradually became larger than that of k
R
 with increasing tempera-

ture, attributing to nonradiative recombination activated by delocalization of excitons. On 
the other hand, the values of k

ET
 were in the order of 1.0 ns−1 in temperature ranges from 10 to 

50 K (Figure 6(b)). The temperature dependence of k
ET

 was similar to that of k
R
, which indi-

cated that k
ET

 was associated with k
R
. At above 75 K, k

ET
 quickly decreased with an increase of 

k
NR

. The carrier relaxation processes of the QW are either radiative or nonradiative, or it may 
experience energy transfer. At 10 K, the energy transfer rate is fast enough to compete with 
the radiative decay rate of the QW, so that the radiative recombination in the QW would be 
partially consumed by the energy transfer to the Ag nanostructures, leading to a quenched 
PL. The energy transfer efficiency (η

ET
) between the QW and Ag nanostructures was calcu-

lated using the following relation:

   η  
ET

   =   
 k  
ET

  
 ______ 

 k  
ET

   +  k  
R
  
    (3)

The calculated transfer efficiency achieved was as high as 34% at 10 K and then decreased 
quickly at high temperatures above 75 K (Figure 6(b)). Thus, the long PL lifetime of the QW 
emission at the low temperatures can make QW-LSP coupling highly probable. However, a 
short PL lifetime could not provide a sufficient energy transfer rate, resulting in no change in 
PL intensity of the QW emission.

Figure 6. PL decay rate (k
PL

: Black triangles) of the uncoated QW as a function of temperature. The open and closed 
circles indicate the radiative decay rate (k

R
) and nonradiative decay rate (k

NR
), respectively. Dotted lines are drawn as 

a visual guide. (b) Temperature dependence of the energy transfer rate (k
ET

: Open diamonds) and efficiency of energy 
transfer (η

ET
: Black diamonds). (Figure 4 of [33]). Copyright [2011] the Optical Society of America).
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6. Spatial length of quenching efficiency

The relationship between a separation length (d) of the QW from the Ag NP layer and the 
quenching efficiency was also studied. For the Ag-coated QW, the plot of the quenching 
efficiency (Q) at 10 K as a function of d is shown in Figure 7. This length is controlled 
by the layer thickness of the ZnO capping layer. The narrow length of 5 nm yielded a 
high Q value of 92%. The dependence of Q on length was observable up to a distance of 
400 Å. The energy transfer from the QW to the proximal Ag NP layer caused efficient PL 
quenching of the QW even at large lengths. We now consider the use of FRET and SET 
mechanisms applied to transfer processes of the hybrid structure of metal NPs and semi-
conductor QDs [13]. A FRET process that occurs between two proximity molecules (donor 
and acceptor) is commonly employed to explain the quenching process in regard to the 
quencher as the acceptor. Like dipole-dipole interactions in a FRET process, a dipole-
surface energy transfer (SET) is known as metal-induced quenching. The quenching effi-
ciency of FRET and SET processes is dependent on the spectral overlap of acceptor’s 
absorption with the donor’s emission and also affects the separation distance of between 
the donor and acceptor molecules. Quenching efficiency Q(d) can be described by the fol-
lowing equations [13]:

  Q (d)  = 1 −   1 _______ 
1 +   (  d __  d  0  

  )    
n

 
    (4)

where n = 4 and n = 6 represent SET and FRET mechanisms, respectively; d0 is the length at 
which the QW displays equal probabilities for energy transfer and PL emission, representing 
a 50% PL intensity. The experimental data (black circles) were well fitted to Eq. (1) with n = 4 
and d0 = 133 Å (straight line in Figure 7(a)), which was close to the theoretical value for d0 of 
103 Å, as follows [13]:

   d  0   =   (0.225    cn   2  _______   (2π)    2   ω  
f
    k  

f
      Φ  

em
    λ  

QW
  2  )    

1/4

   (5)

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum, n is the index of refraction of the medium (1.95 in 
ZnO), Φ

em
 is the quantum yield of the uncoated QW (0.96 at 10 K), λQW is the QW emission 

wavelength (4.47 × 10−5 cm), and ω
f
 and k

f
 are the angular frequency (8.40 × 1015 cm−1) and 

Fermi wave vector (1.20 × 108 cm−1) for Ag, respectively. The PL quenching due to energy 
transfer from the QW to Ag NP layer obeyed a SET process with d−4 dependence.

Previous studies on quenching related to metallic-induced luminescence have suggested 
two different models. One is the contact model proposed by Choosing et al. [36], in which 
the luminescent quench was associated with the diffusion of excitons in the organic film 
to the metal/organic interface. The other is the noncontact model of Chance et al. [37] 
based on interactions between organic dipoles (excited organic molecules) and electron 
gas (electron-hole pairs) in metal, which would induce energy transfer from the organic to 
the metal surface. Electron-hole pairs in metal are generated through relaxation processes 
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of plasmon resonances, which operate as quenchers of luminescence. In our case, exci-
tonic emissions from the QWs could be considered as dipole emitters, which were ener-

getically suppressed by electron-hole pairs related to the LSPs on the Ag NP layers. That 

is, the Ag-coated QWs did not obey a FRET process with a dipole-dipole interaction but a 
SET process with a dipole-surface interaction. This represents the fact that the oscillating 

dipoles in the QW are coupled directly with the free carriers (electron and holes) on the 

layer surface of Ag NPs. From AFM and TEM images, the Ag NP layer showed a large sur-

face area, producing high surface energy. It was thought that the LSP resonance induced 
on the surface of the Ag NP layer enhanced the quenching efficiency of PL. Slight differ-

ence between experimental (closed dots) and theoretical data (straight line) is related to 

structural imperfections. As shown in Figure 3, inhomogeneity of spatial distance between 
the QW and Ag NP layer was observed, which affects quenching efficiency as a function of 
separation distance.

As another aspect, participation of the LSP involving the PL quenching was explored using a 
flat Ag layer. The RD-sputtered Ag layer showed a very flat surface with a roughness of 1 nm 
and had no LSP absorption (inset of Figure 7(b)). In this case, the value of Q was as small as 

18% at a short length of 5 nm and then quickly decreased down to zero at a distance of 12 nm 
(Figure 7(b)). The comparative study revealed that the LSP absorption played a determinant 

role in increasing quenching efficiency of PL.

Figure 7. (a) Quenching efficiency (Q) at 10 K as a function of the separation length (d) between the QW and Ag NP layer 

(black dots). The straight and dot lines are theoretically fitted with n = 4 and 6 using Eq. (4), respectively. (b) the values 
of Q at 10 K a function of d between the QW and flat Ag layer fabricated by a RF sputtering technique (black triangles). 
The inset figures indicate extinction spectra taken at RT of uncoated (gray) and Ag-coated QWs (black) fabricated using 
the flat Ag layer.
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7. Discussion

The PL enhancement of In
x
Ga

1-x
N/GaN QWs with Ag nanostructures has been observed near 

room temperature (RT), relating to the electronic states in the QWs. Lu et al. reported that transfer 

probability to a SP mode of a pair of trapped carriers “localized excitons” is significantly lower 
than that of a pair of free carriers [25]. They insisted that localization of carriers with decreasing 

temperature suppressed the QW-SP coupling rate. In addition, Okamoto et al. showed that the 

temperature dependence of the QW-SP coupling rate was similar to that of nonradiative decay 

rate [24]. Their prior reports imply that the QW-SP coupling is enhanced, when the QW has elec-

tronic states consisting of free electrons and holes, which gives effective energy transfer for PL 
enhancement. Energy of free carriers excited in the QW is directly coupled to an SP mode. This 

concept can be also applicable to an energy transfer process from a semiconductor QW to a prox-

imal monolayer of a semiconductor QD (or an organic dye) based on In
x
Ga

1-x
N QWs [38, 39]. This 

transfer efficiency enhances with increasing temperature, relating to a change of electronic states 
in a QW from trapped carriers to free carriers. The above precedent indicates that the energy of 

free carriers excited in a QW is indispensable for being resonant with an SP mode or a QD.

In contrast, PL quenching of the Cd
x
Zn

1-x
O QW with Ag NP layer in this work showed the 

opposite tendency. The transfer efficiency enhanced with decreasing temperature. The tem-

perature dependence of the energy transfer rate was similar to that of the radiative decay rate 

(Figure 6(a) and 6(b)). Therefore, the recombination energy of localized excitons in the QW is 
partially consumed by nonradiative energy transfer to the Ag NP layer, resulting in quenching 
PL. This originates from an overlap of photon energy between the QW emission and the LSP 

absorption. This situation has been also observed on Au NP–CdSe QDs [40]. The difference in 
energy transfer processes between PL enhancement and quenching is attributed to electronic 
states in a QW placed in vicinity of metallic nanostructures, that is, localization or delocal-
ization of excited carriers. It is suggested that radiative QW emission due to excitonic local-
ization contributes to PL quenching, which supported the past reports that PL suppression 
became strong with decreasing temperature as well as with increasing quantum efficiency on 
In

x
Ga

1-x
N QWs. The prevention of localized excitons in the QW would be desired to reduce PL 

quenching phenomenon if possible toward efficient plasmon-coupled emitting devices.

8. Conclusion

The remarkable PL quenching in the hybrid structure of Cd
x
Zn

1-x
O QW with Ag NP layer was 

observed at low temperatures, which was strongly dependent on the electronic states in the 
QW. The quenching effect was found in the temperature region in which excited carriers radia-

tively recombined owing to excitonic localization. On the other hand, delocalization of excitons 
with increasing temperature led to a decreased quenching efficiency. Energy transfer for the PL 
quenching was generated when the photon energy of the QW emission overlapped with that of 

LSP absorption. In addition, the spatial separation of the QW from the Ag NP layer revealed that 
the PL quenching showed a long-range length obeyed almost, which could be explained by a SET 
process. The comparative study used the Ag NP layers with different character clarified that the 
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origin of PL quenching was attributed to the local LSP field induced on Ag NP layer. As a conse-

quence, it was indicated that QW-LSP coupling played an important role in quenching PL. This 
coupling required existence of a pair of trapped carriers “localized excitons” as an electronic state 
in the QW. On the other hand, the quenching effect was not observed at the high temperatures at 
which excited carriers exist as free electrons and holes in the QW. Then, QW emission was domi-
nated by a decay rate that was exhibited in the PL as a nonradiative contribution. It was identified 
that the electronic states of a QW played an important role in quenching PL.
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